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Abstract
This report explores the potential of Universal Basic Income to reduce the incidence
of endemic or chronic poverty in rural India. This report examines the literature
related to poverty alleviation in rural India, and proceeds to document the history of
governmental efforts to reduce rural poverty post 1947. The report will subsequently
outline the concept of Universal Basic Income and conduct an analysis of the main
determinants of chronic poverty in rural India. The report will follow up by
comparing the efficacy of Universal Basic Income vis-à-vis contemporary poverty
alleviation schemes and assess which approach is better towards eliminating poverty
in rural India.
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Introduction
“As I share with you the priorities of our government, I am reminded of the Father of
our Nation, Mahatma Gandhi. Gandhiji had said that his mission in life was to wipe
every tear from every eye. Think of the poorest person you have ever seen, Gandhiji
would say, and ask if your next act will be of any use to him. That message of Bapu
resonates in our ears as we settle down to the business of government.” – Jawaharlal
Nehru, 1947
With those sombre words, the first Prime Minister of India set forth the most pressing
issue to resolve for the newly independent nation. In 1947, India was essentially a
byword for poverty and depredation; almost 80% of its population lived in extreme
poverty, 146 out of every thousand children born died in infancy and only 12% of adults
could read and write. (Guruswamy, 2017). The government aimed to tackle this by
embarking on a state led, heavy industry centred policy of industrial expansion,
focusing on import substitution rather than export orientation and adopting specific
poverty alleviation schemes, including subsidizing food, fuel and fertilizer, to directly
target and uplift the most poverty-stricken members of society, those in rural areas. This
approach largely failed, and as a result, the absolute number of people living in abject
poverty actually doubled from 172 million in 1951 to 320 million in 1991 (Singh,
2012). In that year, a foreign exchange crisis in India forced the government to
liberalize the economy, which involve rolling back a byzantine system of restrictions
and regulations on private sector activity, dialling back wasteful bureaucracy and state
spending and opening up the economy to the increasingly globalizing world. This
resulted in the economy taking off, with growth rates spiking from an average of 3.5%
to 6% by the end of the decade and touching nearly 10% by 2009. One of the most
surprising consequences of this growth is that it lifted up more than 80 million people
out of poverty in less than a decade, something an ostensibly pro-poor socialist state
had failed to do in more than half a century (Fox, 2002).
By 2018, the growth had lifted nearly 200 million people out of extreme poverty.
However, it is estimated that more than 80 million people still exist in a state of chronic
poverty, largely in rural areas (World Poverty Clock, 2018). Moreover, the benefits of
growth are unequally distributed, largely being concentrated in urban and semi urban
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areas, which combined with changes in technology and the structure of the economy is
seeing massive distress in rural areas. Several governments, NGOs and international
organizations have proposed a number of ideas to help accelerate the decline in poverty
in rural India.
One of these ideas, outlined by the Economic Survey of 2016, was Universal Basic
Income, or UBI. The idea essentially entails a fixed sum of money being transferred
monthly directly to the bank account of every adult Indian citizen. The benefit of such
a plan over conventional poverty alleviation schemes is that it eliminates the waste and
inefficiency or targeted government programs, reduces the need for a bloated public
sector to implement such schemes and is much easier to administer and implement.
While the scale and scope of this project was initially inconceivable in a country the
size of India, recent developments like the creation of a unique identification database,
which assigned every Indian a unique identification number, and the linkage of that
with a scheme designed to provide every Indian with a bank account, has now made it
feasible to imagine such an idea (PTI, 2017).
This paper argues that UBI is a system much better suited to accelerating poverty
alleviation than the governments existing array of poorly implemented schemes and
wasteful subsidies. By directly giving the poor the money to spend at their own
discretion, rather than establishing a welfare state, it gives the poor agency and the
financial wherewithal to tap into the benefits of economic growth. It would further
revitalize the rural economy by redistributing income from urban to rural areas, and
stimulate the growth of rural markets with would have a further effect of reducing
poverty. Thus, this paper’s primary research question is: Universal Basic Income’s
potential to reduce poverty in rural India. The paper will assess this by conducting a
thorough review of the relevant literature on rural poverty as well as the theoretical
foundations of UBI. This will be followed by a discussion of the history poverty
alleviation in India, in order to understand the primary determinants of chronic poverty
in India today. After an exploration of the various approaches, benefits and setbacks of
UBI, this paper will construct a tentative UBI plan relevant to the Indian context and
proceed to compare its poverty alleviation potential vis-à-vis the existing net of central
schemes targeting the same objective. The paper will proceed to discuss these findings,
and issue recommendations as to how the UBI plan can be improved as well as a
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practical roadmap for implementation. The paper will conclude by identifying the
limitations of this study, as well as potential areas of future research on the subject.

Literature Review
The subject of poverty and poverty alleviation in India has attracted a significant
amount of academic interest both within and outside India since the 1950’s. The
consequence of this is that there is a voluminous amount of literature in academic
opining as to the determinants, measurement and solutions to poverty in India. For the
purposes of this paper, this review will outline the academic papers used to conduct the
final analysis, utilising primarily academic papers in peer reviewed journals that have
been cited at least 100 times.
The first question to deal with is defining poverty in the context of rural India. One of
the most recent attempts to square this issue was a report published by the Tendulkar
committee in 2009 that utilized a new methodology by calculating per capita monthly
expenditure, arriving at the estimation that 33.8% of the rural population was under the
poverty line, which was set at 816 rupees (10.4 euros) per month (Tendulkar et al,
2009). This was roundly criticized and a second panel was set up under C Rangarajan
in 2014, which reverting to estimating poverty through average nutritional
consumption. His report set the poverty line at 972 rupees (12.75 euros) per month and
estimated that 30.9% of the population of rural India fell below this line (Rangarajan,
2014).
One of the most in depth analyses as to the incidence of chronic poverty in India was
conducted by Aasha Mehta and Amita Shah in 2001. The paper studies the
contemporary state of knowledge about chronic poverty by classifying the incidences
of poverty by severity, duration and the various dimensions of deprivation. The paper
performs a multi-variate analysis drawing on government surveys and previous studies
that analyses the correlation of chronic poverty with factors such as natural resources,
agro-climatic changes, social structures, human capabilities and wage market structure.
The paper assesses that chronic poverty is a multidimensional trap that is entrenched in
society due to the lack of access to proper nutrition, healthcare, education and
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infrastructure, which impair the people’s ability to access the benefits of the growing
market and uplift themselves and their communities (Mehta & Shah, 2001).
Datt and Ravillon in their 2007 studies attempted to analyse rural prosperity through
the lens of average farm yields and their impact on poverty reduction. The study found
that there was a high correlation between an increase in average farm yields and an
increase in wages that reduced the level of rural poverty far beyond those individuals
and farmers that had benefited from higher wages and yields. They postulated that the
higher wages had a spill over effect to the rest of the community, and that affected
poverty levels far more than the price of food or distribution systems (Datt & Ravillon,
2007).
Saxena and Farrington, on the other hand, focused on the macroeconomic and structural
factors that contributed to poverty alleviation in rural India. Their reported found that
the overbearing governmental control on agricultural market led to vast inefficiencies
that hobbled prospects for growth. They pointed to how poverty alleviation programs
suffered from poor governance and a lack of accountability and the governments Soviet
style management style for agricultural products led to negative outcomes for 80% of
the rural population and nearly 100% of urban residents. They strongly proscribed
liberalization in agricultural markets combined with limited yet well governed social
security schemes for the most vulnerable in the poorest districts in India (Saxena &
Farrington, 2003).
Gang et al analysed rural poverty through the lens of caste and society, lending yet
another dimension to this analysis. They found that while social stigma due to caste
discrimination was partly the cause of higher poverty levels in lower caste families but
other factors such as household size, lack of education, lower access to productive land
and differences in employment characteristics were the primary determinants of
poverty incidence in low caste individuals (Gang et al, 2008).
Besley and Burgess, in their landmark 2000 study, viewed the role of land ownership
and redistribution on poverty. Their comprehensive analysis found that government
imposition of land redistribution or land ownership ceilings had little to no effect on
poverty reduction. What actually helped reduce poverty were reforms like
strengthening tenants’ rights and removing intermediaries between the farmers and the
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marketplace, which change the structure of production relations in rural areas and
inevitably increased the average wage (Besley & Burgess, 2000).
Gupta, in this comprehensive report for the McKinsey Global Institute in 2014,
expanded on the nature of continuing instances of poverty in rural India in the context
of economic growth. He suggested that increases in private consumption driven by
higher productivity, higher agricultural yields and an expansion in non-farm
employment in the organised sector were the principle contributors to growth in rural
India. The report also stressed the inefficiency and lack of effective delivery of
government programs to the poorest of the populace, estimating that over 50% of the
money allocated by the government failed to reach its intended beneficiaries. (Gupta,
2014).
A report published by Fan et al in 2000 covers the impact of government spending on
rural poverty and attempts to identify the best kinds of spending to reduce deprivation.
They concluded that by far the most important investment was into rural roads and
agricultural research, which had the strongest correlation with reduced poverty levels.
They also stressed the importance of education but dismissed other programs like
community development and jobs guarantee (Fan et al, 2000).
Meenakshi and Ray examined the impact of household size and family composition on
poverty. Through an advanced statistical analysis, they confirmed that the size of the
family mattered less than whether the earning members had sufficient income to sustain
them all. This was influenced by the size of land holdings, economic opportunities, the
number of earning members in the family and access to sufficient nutrition (Meenakshi
& Ray, 2001).
Usha Patnaik takes a somewhat different tone from the rest of the literature included by
observing the impact of ‘neoliberal’ policies on poverty in rural India. Though this
report appears biased towards left-leaning philosophy and overtly hostile to the market
forces that have induced growth in India as a whole, its observations on rural poverty
are well research and backed by data. The report points to a lack of employment and
falling food grain output as the primary causes of poverty today (Patnaik, 2007).
Lastly, Jha’s 2003 overview of rural poverty determinants directly addresses the core
issue of this paper. He points squarely to a decline in growth of agricultural output, lack
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of employment opportunities, lack of credit access and the poor quality of government
services and infrastructure as major causes of poverty (Jha, 2003).
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Methodology
The review of literature in the preceding paragraphs sets out the major intellectual
foundations behind contemporary approaches to poverty alleviation in India as well as
universal basic income. This section lays out the approach this paper will adopt towards
determining whether a UBI system would be better at combating rural poverty than the
existing gamut of subsidies. Before devising a methodology to exhibit this comparison,
however, it is imperative to clearly outline the scope and reach of this study. As the
previous section has highlighted, the subjects of UBI and poverty alleviation have a
number of areas of debate, discussion and contention which it would not be feasible to
cover extensively in the course of this report.
One of the primary problems with a quantitative based approach towards comparison
of these two systems is the lack of empirical evidence as to the efficacy of UBI on a
nation-wide scale. Contrary to popular perception, UBI based systems have been
successfully implemented on a localized scale across the world. These systems are
primarily based on redistribution of revenue gained from natural resource exploitation,
like the oil dividend paid to residents of the US state of Alaska, or sharing of
community-based income on a cooperative model, like the redistribution of native
American casino profits amongst members of their tribes (Widerquist, 2013). While
these programs have delivered substantial benefits to their respective communities, a
full-scale, nationwide UBI has not been implemented as of writing.
The second problem when considering a quantitative based approach is the difficulty
in estimating a numeric value for the impact of a specific subsidy on poverty levels.
This is partly due to the complexity of the nature of poverty in rural India, the incidence
of which is the result of an intertwining web of factors such as caste, religion, education
levels, and other complex social indications that are difficult to quantify in addition to
a myriad set of economic conditions from land ownership to infrastructure access to
even weather patterns (Pink, 2016). In addition, India’s somewhat haphazard social
safety net is riddled with leakages and losses in efficiency due to corruption. The
wastage due to corruption and inefficiency, euphemistically referred to as ‘leakages’,
has resulted in a surprisingly large chunk of social spending being siphoned away by
bureaucrats, politicians and middlemen. For instance, nearly 59% of food allocated to
the Public Distribution System, aimed at providing the poorest of the poor with secure
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access to cheap, basic food grains, does not reach its intended beneficiaries (Timmons,
2018). While there exists plenty of literature examining the extent and percentage wise
impact of these leakages, the lack of statistical certainty in these estimations does not
create a conducive base with which to conduct a quantitative analysis.
For these and many considerations besides, a purely quantitative approach to comparing
UBI to subsidies was eschewed in favour of a more qualitative heavy approach. While
statistical data and estimates will play an important role in determining the impact of
the subsidies, the focus on a qualitative analysis will leave more room for a holistic,
multifaceted discussion of the complex determinants of chronic poverty. Furthermore,
the limitations and geographical restrictions on data collection render the process of
obtaining sufficient, relevant data rather daunting. A qualitative analysis is more
convenient and allows this study to draw on a treasure trove of extant literature
discussing the subject while being able to provide context and analyse common links
between the divergent approaches to the subject.

Sources
As mentioned earlier, one of the primary considerations driving the structuring of this
report was the limitations posed by geography and convenience. Despite the recent
strides in digitization of public institutions in India, the sheer difficulty of conducting
any primary data collection in India from Germany limited the options for this study.
Even secondary data collection was rendered quite difficult, as the digitization process
of public records is patchy and varies widely between states and different governmental
departments. Therefore, the primary source for data collection for this study is extant
literature that can be accessed digitally online. This includes a wide range of published
material including but not limited to peer reviewed journals, business and economic
publications, NGO studies and investigations, datasets and reports from multi-national
organizations such as the World Bank, IMF and WTO, news articles, interviews with
leading political and economic luminaries and, inevitably, governmental publications.
Structure of the Paper
While the research question for this paper, ‘UBI’s potential in reducing poverty in rural
India’ appears prima facie to be rather broad, the analysis itself has been narrowed
down considerably to focusing on its efficacy vis-à-vis governmental subsidies. As this
too presents a wide spectrum of possible approaches, the research question has been
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subdivided into three central areas of investigation that form the core of the analytical
contribution of this report. In order to establish the theoretical basis for the analysis,
this report will first discuss the history of poverty alleviation efforts by the state in
India, followed by an overview of the concept of UBI and the purported benefits and
problems therein.
The first section will trace the actions and policies enacted by the Indian state since
independence to directly curb the scourge of endemic poverty. This will entail a
discussion of the evolution of the philosophical and theoretical ideation on combatting
poverty, from Nehru’s commanding heights mixed economy to Indira Gandhi’s
socialist welfare programs to the post liberalization paradigm shift and contemporary
discussions on poverty alleviation in the era of market-led growth. By analysing the
history of government policies on poverty alleviation and the successes and failures
therein, this section offers a valuable insight into the challenges and roadblocks in
implementing such policies in India and provide the closest thing to real life
experimental data on this subject in the Indian context. This section will also highlight
the primacy of market led growth in lifting people out of poverty in the past few
decades.
The second section will outline the idea of universal basic income, the history of this
idea and the theories behind it. It will also cover the various approaches to
implementing UBI, particularly the plans postulated specifically for the Indian context,
as well as the results of the plethora of limited scale UBI experiments that have been
conducted in India and the rest of the world. The section will proceed to expand on the
arguments for and against UBI that have been put forward in various fora and academic
studies, including a discussion on the long term, social and political implications of
unconditional redistribution of income as envisaged by this idea. This section will
outline the spectrum of possible approaches to UBI as well as the empirical evidence
obtained so far, which will help construct a more nuanced and adapted UBI plan better
suited to targeting rural poverty.
Finally, the main analytical section of the paper will attempt to determine the primary
causal factors behind the persistence of endemic poverty in the rural areas of India. In
order to do so, it will review the vast amount of literature on poverty in India and select
a few pertinent and relevant reports that square down on the determinants of chronic
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poverty in India. Since this report takes the view (backed by statistics and data) that
market led growth post the 1991 economic liberalization has been the primary vector
that has pulled historic numbers of people out of poverty, this report will focus on only
those reports published after 1991. Furthermore, the reports and papers sourced will be
from primarily academic journals that have been cited a certain number of times in
academia. It will also aim to include reports from major international organizations
such as the World Bank, IMF and United Nations, as well as Indian governmental
sources and reports published by well known private organizations and firms that have
experience publishing policy papers and developmental strategies. Having obtained the
results of the analysis, the report will discuss the findings and the efficacy of the present
regime of subsidies and poverty alleviation programs with the potential benefits of UBI.
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Analysis
Poverty and Poverty alleviation efforts in India
Historically, rural India had a relatively flourishing economy compared to the rest of
the world, aided significantly by an abundance of fresh water and fertile land and a
flourishing rural manufacturing economy in the pre-industrialization era. The advent of
colonialization and subsequent destruction of the domestic handicraft industry saw a
mass migration of former manufactory workers into the agricultural sector, which saw
a massive decline in rural incomes as the existing resource base could not support this
infusion. This was exacerbated by the British policy of promoting the ‘zamindari’
system that encouraged large landholdings by a select few landlords for the purpose of
easing tax collection and administration. These policies resulted in massive inequality
and increase in poverty levels in rural India, a problem that was acknowledged and
ruminated upon by the leaders of free India (Tharoor, 2016).
Post-independence in 1947, there existed two major schools of thought on how to
combat poverty. Mahatma Gandhi, the leader of India’s freedom struggle, advocated
for a return to an idyllic rural based economy, with production centred on small scale,
cottage industries in self-contained village republics (Maind, n.d.). This view was
harshly criticised by several prominent leaders, including B. R. Ambedkar, one of the
main drafters of the Indian constitution, who viewed the Indian village as “a sink of
localism, a den of ignorance, narrow-mindedness and communalism” (Mishra, 2015).
India’s first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, had a different view. Nehru drew
inspiration from the Soviet Union’s state led industrialization in the 1930’s that had
transformed a largely agrarian economy into an industrial powerhouse, lifting millions
out of abject poverty in the process. Nehru believed that poverty alleviation would only
come through mass, state-led industrialization, with public sector ownership of heavy
industry and capital goods and private sector participation as well, which would allow
for the creation of a stable and far reaching welfare state.

His commitment to the

‘socialistic pattern of society” saw the establishment of a planning commission
modelled on that of the Soviet Union, and the building of massive infrastructure
projects like dams, irrigation networks and steel mills. He also initiated structural
reforms that abolished the zamindari system, advocated for strong governance at the
village levels and created village community development programs modelled on the
Mahatma’s original plan (Roffelsen, 2016). Ultimately, Nehru failed to tackle rural
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poverty alleviation directly, believing that industrialization in urban areas would cause
mass migration from the countryside and therefore stimulate the demand for
agricultural produce leading to a revitalization in rural areas. This situation failed to
materialize, and the government’s failure to prioritize the rural economy resulted in a
food crisis by the 1960s.
Upon Nehru’s death, after a brief interregnum, he was succeeded as Prime Minister by
his daughter, Indira Gandhi. Gandhi was much more of a pragmatist than her father and
was further to the left than him in term of economic policy. Gandhi was more distrustful
of the free market, viewing entrepreneurs as untrustworthy and unethical, and aimed to
restrict the actions of the private sector while building a vast welfare state that would
also cement her legacy amongst the poor. Her famous campaign slogan, ‘Garibi Hatao’
or ‘Eliminate Poverty’, echoed these sentiments. She aggressively redistributed land
from larger landowner to tenant farmers, introduced higher taxes and a series of antimonopoly regulations on the private sector and, perhaps most significantly,
nationalized nearly the entire Indian banking sector with the view that private banks
would cater solely to rich clients in urban centres and public ownership of these
institutions would help the spread of banking to rural areas. While land redistribution
and enhancing rural banking access certainly had some benefits, her economic policy
of restricting the private sector and creating a burgeoning, slothful and inefficient public
sector crippled growth in India for decades to come and turned the economy inwards,
all while neighbouring east Asian countries like Singapore and Taiwan had lifted
millions out of poverty through export oriented, market based growth. Her successors
over the years attempted some tepid reforms from the late 1970’s but the economic
model she created remained dominant in India until the 1990s (Kundu, 2016).
Thus, this section has outlined how both Nehru’s and Gandhi’s attempts to alleviate
poverty through state led project had failed to deliver results. However, there was one
wildly successful policy that transformed and revitalize certain parts of rural India more
than any number of welfare programs. This occurred in the state of Punjab, which was
divided in half by India and Pakistan during independence. Millions of refugees from
the better irrigated, western half of the provide fled to India, where there was a shortage
of adequate land to settle them. What followed was one of the most successful rural
revitalization projects in the world. The Indian state redistributed land that had been
left behind by refugees fleeing to the other side via two mechanisms, the standard acre
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and the graded cut. The standard acre was a measurement of the amount of land required
to grow a certain quantity of food grains, which would vary depending on soil
conditions, irrigation and other factors. The graded cut allotted these acres to refugees
based on the amount of land they owned originally in the west, with a ‘progressive tax’
on the amount of land allocated to each recipient. The result was one of the most
equitably distributed land ownerships in India, with small parcels of land controlled by
individual farmer-entrepreneurs. This was followed by the adoption of scientifically
developed food grain seeds that produced a higher quantity of crop than those extant in
the rural economy at the time. This resulted in what became known as the Green
Revolution, which saw a boom in the rural economy in the state due to higher food
grain output, transforming India from a basket case to a food-surplus nation and
revitalizing the rural economy. It is largely due to that revolution that Punjab remains
one of the richest states in India today, producing more than 50% of India’s total wheat
output. It provides an interesting model as to how technological advancements and
structural reforms can trigger market based, self-sustained growth in the rural economy
(Singh, 2019).
However, outside these small pockets, the rest of rural India remained mired in poverty
well into the 90’s. In 1991, however, a transformative shift was to occur in the Indian
economy. A balance of payments crisis forced the government to implement reforms
to the economy to prevent it from defaulting. The resulting reforms went far beyond
ameliorating the foreign exchange crisis; it liberalized the entire economy, opened it to
foreign trade and removed most of the onerous restrictions on private enterprise. The
result was a massive uptick in the levels of economic growth as private sector activity
took off, creating millions of new jobs and transforming the economy from an agrarian,
developing economy to a tertiary sector led industrialized one. (Aiyar, 2016).
The impact of these reforms on the rural economy specifically has been hotly contested.
On one hand, the growth in the economy has been driven by an expansion in the service,
and to a lesser extent manufacturing, sector, and had largely been concentrated in urban
and semi urban areas. While the benefits of growth have spilled over into the agrarian
sector, largely through increased in demand for consumer products from the new
middle class and raw material inputs from the larger industrial base, the rural economy
has largely been passed over by these reforms. The provision of public good and
infrastructure has also lagged behind in rural areas when compared to the development
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seen in cities (Dutt & Ravillon, 2009). On the other hand, the growing economy has
increased the employment opportunities in rural areas, with non-farm jobs like
construction, small scale manufacturing and services growing at a rapid pace. The
growth in the economy has also expanded the government’s fiscal resources which has
seen more resources being allocated for rural development (Chand et al, 2016).
However, perhaps the most important impact of the on the rural economy is the
provision of new opportunities for upliftment from market led growth that can be
availed by a wide spectrum of the population, cutting across traditional markers of
social identification like religion, caste, etc. While it is true that the fruits of economic
growth have been largely reaped by those with the education and skills to benefit from
the new opportunities, for instance upper caste groups like the Brahmins, it has also
seen traditionally lower caste groupings tap into the market to improve their lot. A case
in point is the Kamma caste in the southern state of Andhra Pradesh, who were
traditionally low-income sharecroppers in rural areas. The advent of economic reforms
allowed them to collectively pool resources and found small scale manufacturing
facilities which eventually expanded to major industrial concerns, including ceramic
manufacturing, power generation and even major production houses in the film industry
(Balasubrahmanyam, 2004).
Thus, as this section has highlighted, India for the most part approached rural poverty
alleviation through a state-led, welfare centred approach until the 1990’s. While this
unquestionably improved many indices of poverty in rural areas, it failed to
significantly reduce rural poverty in the way that tiger economies in east Asia and
particularly China have managed to do. These experiences combined with evidence
from east Asia points to the importance of market led growth induced by structural
reforms and technological advancement as the best way to ameliorate rural poverty in
the long run. The question remains as to how to induce the growth of rural markets in
a country as vast and complex as India.
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The Idea of Universal Basic Income
A Universal Basic Income, variously known as social credit, negative income tax,
guaranteed minimum income and, lately, ‘freedom dividend’, is in essence an
unconditional, fixed cash payment made periodically by the government to every
citizen, regardless of their income, background, assets, or any other social, economic
or financial distinctions (Floyd, 2019). The key ideas here are unconditionality, which
makes it different from most existing social security nets by eliminating any means of
testing, scrutiny or selection of recipients, as well as the fixed amount paid, which
doesn’t differ based on the recipient’s needs, requirements or financial status. While
the idea of UBI isn’t new, it was widely considered too expensive, impractical and
unfair compared to the targeted social safety nets that were adopted by industrialized
nations post the second world war. However, rapid changes in technology and
connectivity, increases in global wealth and structural changes in the economy that have
raised the looming spectre of technology induced job losses have recently brought the
idea back to the forefront of serious academic discussion.
The earliest solid reference to a UBI like system was by Thomas Paine, revolutionary
philosopher and a founding father of the United States. In the 1790’s, Paine published
a pamphlet titled ‘Agrarian Justice’ in which he espoused the idea of a ‘citizen’s
dividend’, a lump sum of 15 Pounds paid to every citizen of the newly founded republic
once they turned 21, as well as 10 Pounds per annum to every citizen above the age of
50 (King & Marangos, 2006). Paine’s ideas came from his observation of Iroquois
societies and their equitable management of land and resources, and compared it to the
private cultivation of farmland in the United States at the time. He argued that the
increase in land value as it was being cultivated was owed not only to the individual
but the supporting community in which he or she lived as a whole. While Paine’s
pamphlet became the inspiration for the modern pensions systems, his arguments on
basic income were largely shelved.
His ideas were picked up later by major intellectuals like Milton Friedman, Friedrich
Hayek, G.D.H Cole and even figures like Martin Luther King, albeit for different
reasons. Friedman viewed basic income as an alternative to the bloated welfare state,
Hayek advocated it as a vehicle to maximize individual liberty, King viewed it as a
corrective to years of oppression and injustice while Cole, the first person to use the
term ‘basic income’, viewed the idea as a ‘social dividend’ that was owed as a dividend
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to the country’s prosperity for every citizen (Floyd, 2019). The idea was picked up
again in the 1970s in the United States, when Richard Nixon, facing an unsustainable
and inflating social security system handed down to him by his predecessor, attempted
to pass the Family Assistance Program, which replaced aid targeted directly to poor
people with an ambitious income supplement plan with financial incentives for all.
While this was defeated in the US Congress, it did popularize the idea of a guaranteed
income for a while (Lampman, 1982).
The revival of UBI in contemporary academic and political discourse was influenced
by two major trends in the 21st century global economy. The first was the rapid
deindustrialization in many western countries, particularly the US, which has rendered
a significant chunk of former workers in the manufacturing industry unemployed.
While structural changes like these had occurred previously in history, where the
advance of technology rendered certain jobs unnecessary, economic growth always
provided new avenues of employment and long-term structural unemployment was
largely avoided as such. This paradigm, however, may have changed due to the second
trend, the rapid advances in robotics and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The increasing
level of roboticization in factors in the industrialized world has increasingly reduced
the number of jobs being created in the manufacturing sector, even when the industries
are growing. These have largely been replaced by low paying, unskilled jobs like retail,
basic services, etc. Furthermore, the well-paid jobs being created in the internet era
generally require a significant amount of training and education, something the vast
majority of the populace cannot afford (Clifford, 2018). The advent of AI technologies
brings with it the threat of rendering an even wider spectrum of jobs obsolete, jobs that
were traditionally considered impervious to the advances in technology. These include
jobs like tax accountants, credit analysts, service centre representatives, etc, that face
an 81% probability of being replaced by AI based systems (Chalabi, 2017). These longterm structural changes have challenged the idea of traditional social safety nets, and
have led several business leaders, including Richard Branson CEO of the Virgin Group
of companies, Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla and SpaceX and Mark Zuckerberg, founder
of Facebook, to come out in support of a UBI based system.
The proponents of UBI argue that it presents a more elegant, workable and beneficial
alternative to the current patchwork of social safety schemes. Firstly, by delivering
money unconditionally to every citizen, it would bequeath more dignity and respect to
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its needy recipients by eliminating the onerous and often intrusive screening and
reporting requirements of most conventional programs. Being on welfare often carries
a strong stigma in social contexts and adding further humiliation to deserving recipients
by monitoring their electricity and gas bills, forcing them to report to job centres
periodically, imposing stringent conditions on what they can spend their money on and
other, intrusive requirements can result in negative psychological impacts that can
further reduce an individuals will to work (Werner & Winkler, 2004).
Another major advantage is that a UBI system will be considerably smoother to
implement and administer than conventional social security programs. Most
industrialized countries have a wide array of welfare schemes, each targeted at a
specific subset of the population with specific needs, and therefore each have their own
different methods of screening, delivery and reporting. Needless to say, this leads to a
high level of inefficiency in bureaucracies and significantly increases the risks of
mistargeting, misallocation of resources and benefits not reaching the intended
populace. A UBI system will help rationalize this gamut of subsidies and welfare
schemes and, being a unified, centrally run scheme, will be easier to administer,
implement and monitor (McGahey, 2016).
Furthermore, UBI acts as a corrective to the market’s failure to value the vast number
of hours people put into unpaid work. A 2016 study estimated that in the United States
alone around $700 billion’s worth of unpaid work was performed annually, including
roles like caregiving, voluntary work and raising families, that represented billions of
collective hours that were valued at 0 by the market (Dukhonov & Zagheni, 2015).
Proponents of UBI also argue that it would encourage people to leave unfulfilling jobs
and pursue creative professions, something that would certainly improve the cultural
heritage of a society as a whole and encourage creativity and innovation. Interestingly,
this idea has some backing in the historical record; as Bill Bryson points out in his book,
At Home, many of Britain’s scientific breakthroughs in the 18th and 19th centuries were
done by ‘gentlemen of leisure’ like clergymen and lesser nobles, who had the
wherewithal and the time to fulfil their intellectual pursuits (Bryson, 2011).
Overall, one of the constant themes in the various arguments supporting the idea is that
it replaces a paternalistic, dependency inducing entitlement program with one that gives
every citizen of the country the agency and wherewithal to decide for themselves how
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best to improve their lives. Instead of creating a permanently dependent underclass
reliant on government handouts and disincentivised from pursing work opportunities,
it empowers citizens to make their own financial choices, allowing them the security to
pursue their ambitions more freely while redistributing the national wealth more fairly
and in a way that will boost consumer spending itself.
However, there exist several strong critiques of this philosophy, some of which will be
highlighted here. One criticism is that by giving people free money, it will
disincentivize people from seeking work. This argument is countered by a number of
real-life experiments with people in similar situations that show that people are
generally disinclined from sitting around and doing nothing. Prisons, for instance,
allocate work as a reward mechanism for good behaviour, often without any monetary
benefit, which would not be possible if prisoners, considered to be the lowest rung of
society by many, preferred not working. One possible outcome is that people simply
refuse to work in unfulfilling, low paid jobs and pursue creative or social priorities
instead, which arguably would lead to a happier society (Graeber, 2018).
Another criticism is that giving free money would result in the poor spending money
on demerit goods such as alcohol or drugs and further downgrade social cohesion.
Aside from the worryingly paternalistic tone of the argument echoing 19 th century
views on the laziness of the poor, this has been disproven time and again by several
studies, in places as afar as Canada, Namibia, India and Kenya have actually shown a
decline in these anti-social behaviours as well as declines in malnutrition, crime rate,
school dropouts and hospitalization rates (Yang, 2017).
One of the sharpest critiques come from left-oriented academics who balk at the fact
that money would be given to the rich and the poor equally, arguing that the money
would be better spent on targeted, poverty reduction programs. While these arguments
do have some merit, the point often missed is that it is difficult and expensive to
arbitrarily categorize and target those who are ‘truly deserving’. The universality and
the fixed amount feature an in-built difference in the value they provide individuals in
different strata of income. It will also be easier to digest for middle class middle tax
payers who are essentially receiving a significant portion of their contributions back,
instead of facilitating a transfer of wealth from one population to another. In any case,
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the amount that the wealthy will pay in contributions will far exceed what they will
receive back (Fouksman, 2018).
The last and most pertinent argument against UBI is the cost factor. The US Commerce
Department for instance has estimated that most proposed UBI schemes would cost
between $2 and $4 trillion annually, more than 10% of the United States GDP. This, it
has been argued, would grossly inflate public spending, bankrupt the country and
reduce investments in education, infrastructure and healthcare. On the other hand, it
might actually boost economic growth by diffusing wealth to the lower strata of income
earners who tend to spend a higher percentage of their earnings on good and services
compared to those in higher strata, who save or invest a significant portion (Ezrati,
2019).
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Determinants of Poverty
This section of the analysis will attempt to narrow down on the actual determinants of
poverty and the causes of continued endemic poverty in India despite the high growth
rates achieved post liberalization. One of the problems with narrowing down and
determining the greatest causes to poverty is the multidimensional and interconnected
nature of these factors. Lack of education, for instance, could theoretically lead to low
wages, low agricultural output (by lack of knowledge of technology and productive
farm practices) and lack of employment opportunities. Furthermore, the sheer number
of reports, studies and papers on the causes of poverty in India, originating from a wide
variety of sources and institutions, each with their own biases, viewed and priorities,
makes this task even more difficult. This report does so by selecting 10 academic
papers, published in peer reviewed journals and that have been cited at least 100 times,
and analyzing them for their views on poverty determinants. These determinants were
then put into a matrix next to the reports studied and it was calculated the frequency
with which the determinants were mentioned in total. The results were then put into the
matrix below:

The data revealed the frequency with which the determinants appeared as a prime cause
of chronic poverty in all the reports observed and the results were tallied into a
frequency graph as shown below:
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This analysis reveals that by far the greatest cause of chronic rural poverty in India was
a decline in agricultural output, primarily caused by lower land productivity in rural
areas. This problem is multifaceted and stems from a combination of factors including
environmental degradation, non-efficient agricultural practices such as crop burning,
lack of infrastructural necessities such as irrigation, electricity and roads and other such
factors. The second determinant of endemic poverty was lack of ownership of land.
Nearly all the reports concurred that the section of the population most vulnerable to
endemic poverty were those that lacked their own land and instead functioned as tenant
farmers, day-wage labourers and employees in the unorganized non-farm sector in rural
areas. Lastly, the above two factors combined meant that rural areas increasingly could
not generate sufficient employment opportunities for the growing population, which
leads to the third cause of poverty: lack of employment opportunities. This factor also
has its roots in a number of structural and economic problems in rural India, including
lack of access to education and skill development, under developed rural markets, lack
of infrastructure to encourage job creation and other pertinent factors.
Interestingly, factors that seem to be the primary determinants of chronic poverty do
not seem to have a great deal of influence on creating poverty, including factors such
as malnutrition, healthcare, and household size. This may be due to the causation vs
correlation dilemma, i.e. these factors are correlated with endemic poverty but do not
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actually cause it or prevent the majority of poor people from escaping poverty. This
data questions the logic of high government spending on food distribution, subsidies,
etc, and suggested that structural reforms to the agricultural market combined with
investments in infrastructure to generate more private enterprise in the region seem to
be the best ways to reduce poverty in rural areas.
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Discussion of Results
Since independence, successive Indian governments have time and again reaffirmed
their commitment to reducing poverty levels in rural India. They envisioned doing so
by following a ‘mixed economy’ route; creating massive public sector enterprises that
would supply affordable goods to the general populace, allowing private sector
participation in certain areas to complement the public sector and using revenues from
these to create a welfare state that would reduce poverty and deliver public services
efficiently to the populace. Sadly, this approach seems to have failed on all fronts.
Countries that adopted a capitalistic system delivered rising incomes through inclusive
growth that lifted millions out of poverty in post war Europe and East Asia. Socialist
countries, on the other hand, could not create a vibrant economy but did create an
efficient welfare state that improve human development indices amongst the poor.
India, on the other hand, managed to cripple private industry while creating massive,
inefficient public sector enterprises that were not profitable enough to finance a
universal welfare state, which in any case suffered from corruption and poor
governance.
Instead of creating efficient healthcare and education systems across India, the
government instead decided to subsidise key basic goods such as electricity, water,
fertilizer and, most crucially, food grains. Their logic was that the subsidies would make
these goods affordable to the common man and help decrease absolute poverty levels
by increasing the purchasing power of the average citizen. What actually happened was
that the subsidised goods largely benefitted those that already had the means to
purchase them, like rich farmers and the middle class, while the poor could not afford
it as they had few opportunities for decent employment and thus continued to live in
endemic poverty. The fiscal impact of the subsidies also served to reduce the
governments ability to invest in growth and employment creating public spending
projects like upgrading infrastructure, schools and healthcare facilities. Even today,
with India’s booming economy and high levels of growth, these subsidies continue to
cut in deep into the governments fiscal space. The graph below highlights the scheme
wise breakdown of India’s poverty alleviation efforts and subsidies:
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The graph clearly shows how subsidies on food and urea (required for fertilisers) takes
up a large chunk of the government’s resources and, as the preceding paragraphs have
shown, do little to reduce or eliminate poverty amongst the most deprived members of
society.
Another major problem is that a significant portion of these resources do not reach their
intended beneficiaries, either through corruption and siphoning off of money by
bureaucrats and politicians, or through mistargeting and inefficiency. It is estimated
that more than 50% of the resources allocated to poverty alleviation programs are lost
in the process of transfer, a staggering $59 billion (Gupta, 2014). Even when they do
reach the intended beneficiaries, the quality of the goods delivered is often so poor that
low income people often rely on the private sector to deliver them, even if it means
paying a substantially higher price. This is the case with public education and healthcare
in India today.
This is why there is increasing interest in a UBI based system in India. The concept of
giving cash in lieu of subsidy payments is already beginning to be implemented in
public expenditure. Many subsidies like LPG, gas and petroleum have been rationalised
and opened up to the free market, with those below the poverty line being transferred
an ‘LPG Subsidy’ directly in the form of cash payment. This cash transfer system is
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significantly more efficient and results in less leakages due to corruption and
inefficiency. However, the process of identification and targeting of deserving
recipients remains a gargantuan task in a country with more than 1.4 billion people
residing within its borders. A UBI system would eliminate that requirement, while
giving the poor a steady, reliable and guaranteed source of income with which to
improve their lives.
However, despite the benefits in terms of reduced leakages and increased efficiency,
there remains debate as to whether a UBI system will help directly eliminate poverty in
rural India. From the previous section, it has been determined that falling agricultural
productivity, landlessness and lack of employment opportunities present the three
biggest impediments to poverty amelioration in rural India today. How would a UBI
system impact these factors?
Taking the decline in agricultural productivity first, the fact is that a high dependence
on agriculture in the rural economy makes rural incomes highly linked to growth in
agricultural output. However, there is only so much improvement to agricultural
production that one can make, particularly today when climate change, pollution and
overexploitation of natural resources are causing a massive degradation in land
productivity across the world. While technological advances have brought about
massive increases in productivity in the past, like the Green Revolution, increasing
agricultural output today in the absence of a free market and the ability to export
internationally will only lead to a decrease in prices for food grains, which will reduce
rural wages even further. Technological progress will also likely mean reduction in
demand for labour, as farmers increasingly mimic their counterparts in advanced
economies and utilize large, labour saving farm machinery like combine harvesters.
Thus, if increasing agricultural output by itself may not present the ideal solution,
would redistribution of land be beneficial. As the study by Besley and Burgess in 2000
has shown, land redistribution has not shown to be in itself something that reduces
poverty. More likely, it will divide up efficient, productive farms owned by farmers
who have capital to invest in machinery and technology and fragment the supply market
in rural areas, reducing food grain prices and relegating even mildly prosperous, small
landowning farmers to a state of penury. This has happened previously in several
countries, with Zimbabwe being the most recent and famous example.
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This brings us to the third determinant, the lack of employment opportunities. With the
focus on agriculture and its dominance in rural areas, the state of non-farm employment
has been paid little attention to. In fact, it is precisely this sector that has added the
greatest number of jobs in rural India over the past three decades (World Bank, 2007).
This sector includes construction, services, small production facilities, etc, that have
primarily risen due to the liberalization of the private sector and the development of
rural markets across the country. However, this sector is largely unorganized, and
employees in this sector face significant insecurity in their livelihoods which is highly
dependent on cyclical changes in trends and demands.
With respect to these factors, a UBI system would be the best way to resolve the blight
of poverty in rural India in the long run. By delivering cash directly to recipient’s bank
accounts, it would stimulate demand for consumer good, boost rural markets and
increase the purchasing power of everyone in the community. Instead of approaching
poverty alleviation with a Soviet style plan of determining what people need and
providing them with low quality public goods, it will give people the financial resources
to determine themselves how best to resolve their own problems. Moreover, by
eliminating the requirement of a vast bureaucracy and distribution system and the
corruption and inefficiencies therein, it will allow the government to free up fiscal space
and focus on more important priorities such as infrastructure spending and improving
the state of education facilities and rural healthcare. It will also improve other
determinants of poverty such as lack of access to credit, by increasing rural incomes
and giving more incentive for the banking system to expand to rural areas.
What would a UBI system in India look like? Firstly, due to fiscal and political
constraints, most UBI proposals target only a certain section of the populace, anywhere
from 25% to 75%, and solve the reporting and selection requirements by creating laws
that impose heavy fines to any non-deserving recipient taking advantage of the system.
This results in a self-selection of recipients, as the amount transferred would be too
small to make a significant impact on those with high incomes, and the fines themselves
would dissuade them from accessing these benefits illegally. The amount of money
transferred has also been debated, with proposals for an annual payment between 4500
and 12000 rupees (61 – 152 euros), depending on the fiscal capacity of the government.
This has been calculated to have a significant impact on poverty reduction, as illustrated
by the graph below:
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The implementation of UBI can also be staggered and done gradually over a number of
years, reducing the immediate impact of the program on the public exchequer. As for
the feasibility of implementation, the massive advances in digitization in the Indian
government have unlocked new possibilities for UBI. As mentioned before, the Aadhar
identity program, which uniquely identifies every single Indian via fingerprint and
retina scans, has significantly reduced the burden of identification and allocation of
resources. The governments push to give every Indian citizen a bank account through
its Jan Dhan scheme also reduces the complexity of distribution.

Conclusion
While every effort was made to document the scope and limitations of this report, it is
clear that constraints on time, resources and access to primary data may limit the extent
to which this study answers the question of whether or not UBI would be an ideal plan
for India. Furthermore, few actual studies exist on the impact of UBI, a situation which
will improve when Finland releases its data on its country wide UBI experiment in
2019. Future researchers should include more data from cash transfer experiments to
improve the accuracy of future reports.
Ultimately, many criticisms of UBI stem from the idea that it is the ultimate form of
welfare to the undeserving. Many academics and economists balk at the idea of handing
out ‘free money’, fearing the creation of a dependency culture and a diminishing in
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labour participation rate. As this report has attempted to convey, UBI represents the
exact opposite of this scenario. UBI gives agency, security and freedom to the vast
majority of the populace, not just those in chronic poverty, and allows them the ability
to determine for themselves what they want to achieve in life without the constant
insecurity of money. With changes in technology rendering many formerly secure jobs
obsolete, UBI represents a paradigm shift in how we think of our economy and presents
an opportunity to permanently improve the status of a vast majority of humanity.
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